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ABSTRACT
As malicious programs, Trojan horses have become a huge threat to computer
networks security. Trojan horses can easily cause loss, damage or even theft of data because
they are usually disguised as something useful or desirable, and are always mistakenly
activated by computer users, corporations and other organizations. Thus, it is important to
adopt an effective and efficient method to detect the Trojan horses, and the exploration of a
new method of detection is of greater significance.
Scientists and experts have tried many approaches to detecting Trojan horses since
they realized the harms of the programs. Up to now, these methods fall mainly into two
categories [2]. The first category is to detect Trojan horses through checking the port of
computers since the Trojan horses send out message through computer ports [2]. However,
these methods can only detect the Trojan horses that are just working when detected. The
second class is to detect Trojan horses by examining the signatures of files [2] [19], in the
same way as people deal with computer virus. As new Trojan horses may contain unknown
signatures, methods in this category may not be effective enough when new and unknown
Trojan horses appear continuously, sending out unknown signatures that escape detection.
For the above-mentioned reasons, without exception, there are limitations in the
existing methods if the un-awakened and unknown Trojan horses are to be detected. This
thesis proposes a new method that can detect un-awakened and unknown Trojan horses- the
detection by using of a file's static characteristics. This thesis takes PE file format as the
object of the research, because approximately 75% of personal computers worldwide are
installed the Microsoft Windows [4], and that Trojan horses usually exist as a Portable
Executable (PE) file in the Windows platform. Based on the (PE) file format, my research
gets all the static information of each part of PE file which is characteristic of a file. Then,
this static information is analyzed by the intelligent information processing techniques.
Next, a detection model is established to estimate whether a PE file is a Trojan horse. This
model can detect the unknown Trojan horses by analyzing static characteristics of a file.
The information that is used to verify detecting model is new and unknown to the detecting
model; in other words, the information is not used during the training of the model.
The thesis is organized as follows. First, this thesis discusses the limitations of
traditional detection techniques, related works of research, and a new method to detect
Trojan horse based on file's static information. Second, the thesis focuses on the research of
the Trojan horse detecting models, covering the extracting of the static information from PE
file, choice of intelligent information processing techniques, and setting up the Trojan horse
detecting model. Lastly, the thesis discusses the direction of future research in this field.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Trojan horses have become a huge threat to the computer networks security because
they can easily cause loss, damage or even theft of data. Since people realized the harm that
Trojan horses bring, they have tried many ways to detect these malicious programs. This
chapter begins with a brief introduction of Trojan horses and the harms they bring. The
current approaches that people take to detect Trojan horses and their limitations will then be
discussed in this chapter. Finally, a new method based on the static characteristics of PE file
is proposed to detect Trojan horses, which can overcome the limitations of the previous
ways.
1.1 Introduction of Trojan horse
The term, Trojan horse, comes from a Greek story of the Trojan War, in which the
Greeks give a giant wooden horse to their foes, the Trojans, ostensibly as a peace offering.
But after the Trojans drag the horse inside their city walls, Greek soldiers sneak out of the
horse's hollow belly and open the city gates, allowing their compatriots to pour in and
capture Troy.
1.1.1 Trojan horses and its harms
A Trojan horse program is a piece of computer software that includes hidden
functionality in addition to its declared functionality. They will typically have a server that
is installed on the victim computer and a client on the attacker's computer [17]. The server
listens for commands sent from the client and responds by sending data back to the client.
Trojan horse enables an attacker to bypass existing security measures to access a computer,
thereby Trojan horse provide a "backdoor" or instill harmful pieces of software into the
computer and provides any functionality that a client/server program operating in a
networked environment can provide. The reason for this is that the server runs on the
victim's computer and will typically run as administrator or as a highly privileged user.
Listed below are the types of actions that a Trojan horse might take [17]:
• Log the victim's keystrokes (including passwords)
• Render the victim's screen on the attacker's computer
• Monitor network traffic on the victim's network
• Hijack TCP sessions involving the victim's computer
• Record conversations via the victim computer's microphone or control a web cam
• Send files from the victim's computer to the attacker
• Use the computer as a platform for attacks on other computers
• Modify data on the victim's computer
Unlike viruses and worms, a Trojan horse is not capable of propagating itself [17],
but Trojan horse successfully spreads itself by new approaches. It is often delivered to a
victim through an email message where it masquerades as an image or joke, or by a
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malicious Web site that installs the Trojan horse on a computer through vulnerabilities in
the Web browser software such as Microsoft Internet Explorer. Moreover, Trojans are the
first stage of an attack and their primary purpose is to stay hidden while downloading and
installing more sophisticated threats [17]. After it is installed, the Trojan horse lurks silently
on the infected machine, invisibly carrying out its misdeeds such as downloading spy ware
while victims continues on with their Web surfing or other normal activities.
In summary, Trojan horse is clever at hiding itself and spreading itself by various
approaches and these characteristics bring difficulty to detect Trojan horse by using
traditional detecting methods.
1.1.2 Traditional ways for detecting Trojan horses
As Trojan horses have become a huge security threat to computer network, it is of
great importance to detect the Trojan horse efficiently for the network security. After people
realized the harms of Trojan horse, they try every means to detect Trojan horse. Up to now,
the approaches to detecting the Trojan horse can be grouped into two categories [2].
The first category is to detect Trojan horses through checking the port of computers
since the Trojan horses send out message through computer ports [2]. However, these
methods can only detect the Trojan horses that are just working when detected.
The second class is to detect Trojan horses by examining the signatures of files
[2][19], in the same way as people deal with a computer virus. As new Trojan horses may
contain unknown signatures, methods in this category may not be effective enough when
new and unknown Trojan horses appear continuously, sending out unknown signatures that
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escape detection.
For the above-mentioned reasons, without exception, there are limitations in the
existing methods if the un-awakened and unknown Trojan horses are to be detected. This
thesis proposes a new method that can detect un-awakened and unknown Trojan horses—
the detection by using of a file's static characteristics.
1.2 Detecting Trojan horse based on file's static characteristics
One characteristic of Trojan horse is that it can hide successfully and spreads itself
by various approaches, which brings troubles in detecting Trojan horses. The traditional
detecting methods based on the file's dynamic characteristics cannot resolve these problems
in detecting. So we propose a new method to detect Trojan horse, and this method can
detect all the Trojan horse.
Now, many researchers try new detection techniques to solve the problem of
network security. A group of researchers use file's static information to detect the Virus and
malicious program, and finally they got satisfactory results [4] [6] [15] [16].
1.2.1 Related work
Some researches use a data mining approach based on a file's static characters to
detect the Virus and malicious programs, and they got a recognition rate of over 80%. [4] [6]
One of the researches is "Learning to Detect New and Unknown Malicious Programs".
They proposed the Bayesian method to differentiate between benign programs and
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malicious programs. In their experiments, they detected 81.54% of previously unknown
malicious programs with a 0.96% false-positive rate [4]. In another research "Neural
Networks for Computer Virus Recognition", the researchers were able to identify 80-85%
of unknown boot sector viruses successfully with a very low false positive rate (<1%) [6].
Some researchers conduct a static analysis of exécutables of a file. For example, the
research entitled "Static Analysis of Exécutables to Detect Malicious Patterns" presents a
unique viewpoint on malicious code detection [15]. They tested the resilience of three
commercial virus scanners against code-obfuscation attacks. The results were surprising:
the three commercial virus scanners could be subverted by very simple obfuscation
transformations! They present an architecture for detecting malicious patterns in
exécutables that is resilient to common obfuscation transformations. Experimental results
demonstrate the capability of their prototype tool, SAFE (a Static Analyzer For Exécutables)
[15].
Another research aims to use the Windows Portable Executable (PE) file to
determine whether malicious code has been inserted into an application after compilation
[16].
However, Trojan horse is characterized by its ability to transform [2][19], which
differentiates it from various other malicious programs, so the above-mentioned approaches,
ie. "the malicious code detection"[15], and the approach to determine whether malicious
code has been inserted[16] are not effective enough to detect Trojans with numerous new
Trojans keep appearing day after day.
We want to detect Trojans based on a file's static characters. Considering about 75%
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of world's personal computer install the Microsoft Windows [4] and Trojan horse usually
exists as a Portable Executable (PE) file in Windows platform, the PE file format is
accepted as the object of our research. The aim of our research is to differentiate the Trojan
horse files and normal files based on PE format. We assume if there are differences between
the static characters of a Trojan file and the static characters of a normal file, all the Trojan
horses can be detected with this method.
1.2.2 To detect Trojan horse by using file's static characteristics
In this thesis, a new detecting method is proposed which is based on file's static
characteristics. Intelligent information processing techniques are used to analyze these
static information. Then, a detection model is established to estimate whether a PE file is a
Trojan horse or not, which can also detect the unknown Trojan horse by analyzing file's
static characteristics. The information used to verify detecting model is new and unknown
to our model, in other words, the information is not used during training the model.
1.3 Thesis organization
The rest of this thesis is organized into the following chapters: Chapter 2 introduces
the PE format , and presents how to extract the static information form files according to PE
Trojan horses detecting and use the neural network as our method to analyze the static
information. Chapter 4 presents all the details of the problems in setting up Trojan horse
detecting models. Because the static information involves three parts, we set up a respective
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model as a classifier for each part, and combine the results of these classifiers to judge
whether the file is a Trojan file or not. Chapter 5 deals with the details of judging the Trojan
horse. Chapters 6 summarize the thesis.
CHAPTER 2
EXTRACTS THE STATIC INFORMATION FROM PE FILE
Now that we have decided to use file's static characters to detect a Trojan horse, we
need to get the static information from files. There are many ways to get the static
characters of a file. Considering about 75% of world's personal computer install the
Microsoft Windows [4] and Trojan horse usually exists as a Portable Executable (PE) file in
Windows platform, the PE file format is accepted as the object of our research.
2.1 Introduction of the PE file
The Portable Executable (PE) file format is a new executable file format, which was
introduced by the Windows NT™ (version 3.1) operating system [12] [20].
The PE file format begins with an MS-DOS header, a real-mode program stub,
and a PE file signature. Immediately following is a PE file header and optional header.
Beyond that, all the section headers appear, followed by all of the section bodies [20]. The
structure of PE file is shown in Figure 1.
MS-DOS Header
Usai-mode Program Stab
?E Fife Signature
PE File Header
PE File Optional Header
Section Headers
Ssctica Bodies
Figure 1. The structure of PE file
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2.2 Information extracting and its organization
In Microsoft Portable Executable and Common Object File Format Specification,
the description of the PE format is: "the entire format of PE file consists of File header
followed by all of the section headers, and finally, all of the section bodies. And The File
header consists of an MS-DOS MZ header, the real-mode stub program, the PE file
signature, the PE file header, and the PE optional header." [14] So the PE format can be
divided into three parts: File header, section header, and section body, the structure of PE
format is shown in Figure2.
PEfbsmat
Fife Header Section Header SeciioaBcdy
Figure 2. The structure of PE format
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"The memory-mapped file is one of the coolest features of Windows NT." [20]
Memory-mapped files permit the use of simple pointer dereferencing to access the data
contained within the file. So the static information from each field can be extracted by
using memory-mapped files for accessing data in PE files.
The information in the fields of each part of PE format will be extracted. In total,
there are 56 fields in the File header and there are 10 fields in the Section header. In the
section body, an application for Windows NT typically has nine predefined sections [20].
Some applications do not need all of these sections, while others may define still more
sections to suit their specific needs [20]. If we extracted the static information of each
section body, the workload would be very large. So we decide to extract the static
information of two of the nine section bodies, because it is generally believed that if one
section body can be processed, the other Section bodies can be processed likewise. The
selected section bodies are import section ( .idata) and export section ( .edata), with 8 fields
in the former and 14 in the latter one. The statistical information is shown in Table 1.
Place in the PE
FileHeader
SectionHeader
ImportSection
ExportSection
Trojan sample
TrojanHeader
TrojanSectionHeader
TrojanlmportDirectory
TrojanExportDirectory
TrojanExportFunction
Normal sample
NormalHeader
NormalSectionHeader
NormallmportDirectory
NormalExportDirectory
NormalExportFunction
Number of
fields
56
10
8
11
3
Table 1. Statistical Information
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Then we put the information in SQL server database. The connections among the
tables of database are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The connections of Trojan file
The total number of samples is 299 , with 157 Trojan samples and 142 normal samples in it.
The prefix is Normal means it is the information of Normal sample.
The prefix is Trojan means it is the information of Trojan sample.
The postfix of table is Header means it belongs to the structure of Dos Header, PE Header or
Optional Header.
The postfix of table is Section means it belongs to the structure of Section Table.
The postfix of table is Import Directory means it belongs to the structure of Import Table.
The postfix of table is Export Directory means it belongs to the structure of Export Table.
The postfix of table is Export Function means it belongs to the structure of Export Function.

CHAPTER 3
WHAT IS THE TROJAN HORSES DETECTING PROBLEM
3.1 Is it a classification problem?
We use static information to judge whether the file is Trojan file or not. hi other
words, we want to differentiate a Trojan file from a normal file based on the file's static
infonnation. To differentiate a Trojan file from a normal file means to classify the files, so
the true nature of Trojan horses detecting problem is a classification problem.
3.2 The methods for solving the problem
There are many algorithms to solve the problem of classification: Decision Tree,
Neural Networks, Bayesian, Genetic Algorithms and so on [7] [24].
3.2.1 The methods of classification
1. Decision Tree
A decision-tree learning algorithm approximates a target concept using a tree
representation, where each internal unit corresponds to an attribute, and every terminal unit
corresponds to a class [24]. Decision trees are powerful and popular tools for
classification and prediction. The strengths of decision tree methods are [24]:
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• Decision trees are able to generate understandable rules.
• Decision trees perform classification without requiring much computation.
• Decision trees are able to handle both continuous and categorical variables.
• Decision trees provide a clear indication of which fields are most important for
prediction or classification.
The weaknesses of decision tree methods are [24]:
• Error-Prone with Too Many Classes.
• Computationally Expensive to Train.
• Trouble with Non-Rectangular Regions.
2. Neural Networks
Strengths of Artificial Neural Networks are [24]:
• Neural Networks Are Versatile.
• Neural Networks Can Produce Good Results in Complicated Domains.
• Neural Networks Can Handle Categorical and Continuous Data Types.
Weaknesses of Artificial Neural Networks are [24]:
• All Inputs and Outputs Must Be Massaged to [0.1].
• Neural Networks Cannot Explain Results.
There are some other algorithms that can solve the problem of classification, such as
Bayesian, Genetic Algorithms. Because the data of the samples is rather large, and it is
impossible to find out the relations directly, we select the neural network to solve the
problem as the neural network can produce good results in complicated domains [24].
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Moreover, the theory of neural network is mature, and there are rich experiences
summarized.
3.2.2 Trojans detecting based on BP network
The neural network with probably the closest analogy to the human brain is the
Multi-layer Perceptron or MLP for short. This network has found a wide range of
applications[7]. It uses supervised learning, which means that input and output data are
required during the training phase. The most common training algorithm for the MLP is
Backpropagation (BP)[7].
Introduction of the Backpropagation Algorithm
BACKPROPAGATION(training_examples,/7, nin, nouh nhutden) [24]
Each training example is a pair of the form ( x, t ) , where x is the vector of
network input values, and t is the vector of target network output values.
fjis the learning rate (e.g., .05). nin is the number of networks, nMdden is the number
of units in hidden layer, and nout the number of output units.
The input from unit i into unity is denoted xjt and the weight from unit i to unit j is
denoted by wji.
• Create a feed-forward network with n-m inputs, midden hidden units, and nout
output units.
• Initialize all the weights to small random values (e.g., between -0.05 and 0.05)
• Until termination condition is met, Do
A" *\
o For each \x,t) in trainingexamples, Do
Propagate the input forward through the network:
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1. Input the instance x to the network and compute the output ou of
every unit u in the network.
For example: create a feed-forward network with 2 inputs, 2 hidden units,
and 1 output unit. Initialize all the weights to small random values (e.g., between -0.05
and 0.05). So the output ou= X53 W53 + x^vi^and x53=x w3i +x w32, xS4=x w4i +x w42.
As shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. The example of Backpropagation Algorithm
Propagate the errors backward through the network:
2. For each output unit k, calculate its error term <5*
3. For each hidden unit h, calculate its error term
keoutputs
4. Update each network weight w,,
ji + Awji
where ^ = JJÔjXjt
The training process is shown in Figure 6.
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ihputkyer
output layer
—- Actual
output
correct weights ^rect weights Desifed
output
Figure 6. The Backpropagation Algorithm
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CHAPTER 4
TROJAN HORSES DETECTING MODEL
The information extracted from PE file cannot be used into the model of neural
network directly. The reasons are as follows:
First, there are many (more than one) sections in one PE file, and these sections are
paratactic. Therefore, the structure of these multi-dimensions will bring difficulties in
setting up the model of neural network.
Second, the values of all the inputs of the neural network must fall in the range of
0-1. But the types of attributes in the PE file are multiform. The type of some attributes is
string and the lengths of them are inequable, thus some way must be found to solve the
problem of normalization.
4.1 The difficulties in setting up models
According to chapter 2, we first organize the data in three parts, and then set up
classifiers to different parts (one classifier for each part). Finally, we combine the results of
classifiers to judge whether the file is a Trojan file or not. The process of our method is
shown in Figure 7.
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PEFile
File Header
Section Header
SectwnBqdy
Figure7. The process of our method
The first problem mentioned at the beginning of this chapter can be explained as
how to set up the classifiers for Section header. All the attributes of each Section header are
the same and the numbers of Section headers in each file are different. According to "the
attributes of each Section header are the same", the data of each Section header is viewed
as an input data for classifier, and the desired output of the file that the Section header
belongs is taken as the desired output of section header classifier. Then these data are used
to train and test the classifier model. To solve the problem of "the numbers of Section
headers in each file are different", the highest actual output of all the Section headers
classifier in one file is used to judge whether the file is Trojan horse or not. If the classifier
judges one Section header of a file to be a Trojan horse, the file is a Trojan horse. If the
classifier judges all the Section headers of a file to be normal files, the file is a normal one.
For example, there are three files in database, and the numbers of Section headers of filel
to file3 are 2, 3, and 4. And if the classifier judges that two Section headers of filel are
Trojan horses, one of the three Section headers of file2 is Trojan horse, and all the 4 Section
headers of file3 are normal files, the filel and file2 will be judged as Trojan horse, and file3
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will be judged as normal file.
As to the second problem raised at the beginning of this chapter, the solution to it
will be discussed in section 4.2.2.
4.2 The classifiers of the model
Owing to the complexity of the structure of the samples, we will do various
experiments in our research. However, the workload would be too large if we set up a
special model for each particular experiment and each model with a different structure. In
order to simplify our workload and shorten the time of the experiment, we setup a universal
training platform of neural network. And the structure of universal training platform can be
changed easily to suit various experiments. The changeability includes the change of the
numbers of units of input-layer and hide-layer, the usage and management of the sample
space. We created the training platform of neural network in JAVA. It is based on the BP
learning algorithm of neural network. There is one hide layer in the training platform. As
the problem of Trojan horse detecting is a question of classification, the three layers neural
network (single hide layer) can solve it [7].
DataName: Ifflfjrojan
:
TabteName P
Number trfHWel
ehead
Figure8. The interface of universal model
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4.2.1 The classifier for the File header
The PE header (LtnageFileHeader,ImageOptionalHeader) mainly includes the three
parts of DosHeader, PEHeader and OptionalHeader. There are altogether 56 fields in the
File header, among which 31 will be insignificant to classifier model because they show no
differences between the Trojan file and the normal file when analyzed. So the other 25
fields will be enough to set up classifier model. The selected 25 fields are shown in Table 2.
All the fields of File header must be processed before being put into classifier model.
All the data in the fields (used to set up classifier model) from File header are hexadecimal
numbers. According to the distributing of their values, the data will be processed in two
ways: linearity and discretization.
If the distributing of the values is uniformity, the linearity way may be used to
process them. For example, if the value of field is within the range of [a, b], the way of
processing is:
_ Value-a
ToOne =
b-a
When the distributing of the values is asymmetric, discretization way should be
used to process them. Then we use user-defined function of database to implement the
processing.
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The ways to process the fields of File header as shown in Table 2:
Place in
thePE
DosHeader
PEHeader
Optional
Header
Field name
dDos_header_e_cblp
dDos header e cp
dDos header e minalloc
dDos header e ovno
dDos header e lfanew
dFile Header NumberOfSections
dFileHeaderJTimeDateStamp
dFILE_HEADER_Characteristics
byteOPnONAL_HEADER_MajorLinkerVers
ion
byteOptional_header_MinorLinkerVersion
ddOptional_Header_SizeOfUninitializedData
ddOptional Header FileAlignment
dOptional_Header_MajorOperatingSystemVer
sion
dOptional_Header_MinorOperatingSysternVer
sion
dOptional Header MajorlmageVersion
dOptional Header MinorlmageVersion
dOptional Header MajorSubsystemVersion
dOptional Header MinorSubsystemVersion
ddOptional Header SizeOfHeaders
ddOptional_Header_CheckSum
dOptional Header SubSystem
dOptional Header DHCharacteristics
ddOptional Header SizeOfStackReserve
ddOptional Header SizeOfStackCommit
ddOptional_Header_SizeOfHeapReserve
Normalization method
(dDos_header_e_cblp-60)/30
dDos header e cp-2
dDos header e minalloc/15
dDos header e ovno/26
(dDos header e lfanew-128)/384
(dFile Header NumberOfSections-1)/9
discretization
(dFILE_HEADER_Characteristics-258)/41100
(byteOPHONAL HEADER MajorLinkerVersion-
l)/6
byteOptional_header_MinorLinkerVersion/56
discretization
(ddOptional Header FileAlignment-200)/800
(dOptional Header MajorOperatingSystemVersion
-l) /4
dOptional Header MinorOperatingSystemVersion
11
dOptional Header MajorImageVersion/7
dOptional Header MinorImageVersion/6
(dOptional Header MajorSubsystemVersion-3)/2
dOptional Header MinorSubsystem Version/10
(ddOptional Header SizeOfHeaders-512)/3584
discretization
(dOptional Header SubSystem-1)/2
dOptional Header DHCharacteristics/32768
ddOptional Header SizeOfStackReserve/2000000
ddOptional Header SizeOfStackCommit/20000
discretization
Table2. The ways to deal with the fields of file's PE header
We add a field "IsTrojan" into database. And the value of "IsTrojan" is the desired
output of classifier model. There are three layers in classifier model: one input layer, one
hide layer and one output layer. There is one unit in the output layer. The value of actual
output will be corrected by error, and is taken as the output of classifier model. The value of
output after correction is 0 or 1. For example, we set the error=0.45, if the range of value of
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the actual output is [-0.45, 0.45], the value of output will be corrected to 0. And if the range
of value of the actual output is [0.55,1.45], the value of output will be corrected toi. If the
value of output is 0, this file is to be judged as normal file, and if the value of output is 1,
the file is a Trojan file.
hi the input layer, the values of the 25 fields are the input of classifier model, so
there are 25 units in the input layer.
In the hide layer, from the experienced formula:
Number of units in hide layer= ^numberofunitininput * numberofunitinoutput [7]
So the number of units in hide layer is about 5. Then we make experiments to
establish the best structure of model.
Experiment parameters :the number of units in input layer is 25, the number of units
in output layer is 1, the total number of samples is 299, and the number of samples to train
the model is 200, error=0.45, learning=0.001, train times is 2000.
~~~~~—^^ ^ Parameters
Times~"*--~-~^_^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Number of units in
hide layer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Recognition rate for train
(average) (%)
47.5
45.5
42.5
45.25
47.5
48.75
47.75
47.5
47.5
Table3. Establish the best structure of model of file header
The entire model is not convergent. We make the following assumption to the
mam reasons.
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First, the algorithm needs to be optimized.
Second, using all of the many attributes in this layer is not likely to produce a
satisfactory result in setting up a model. So we should select some important attributes to
set up the model in order to raise the Recognition rate of model.
Optimization of the BP learning algorithm
The back propagation (BP) algorithm is a systematic method for training multilayer
neural networks. It has many drawbacks despite many successful applications of back
propagation. As to many complex problems, it may require a long time to train the
networks, and it may even not train at all. Long training time can be the result of the
non-optimal parameters [7]. It is not easy to choose appropriate value of the parameters for
a particular problem [7].
By now, there are many ways to optimize the BP learning algorithm, some of
which will be selected to optimize classifier model. Now take the experiment of file's PE
header as an example to introduce the improvement after optimizing the BP learning
algorithm.
1. Adjust the initial weight of model
Adjust the initial weight to every nerve cell work at the place where the transfer
function has the most sensitivity. The method is: firstly to adjust the weights of hide layer to
an enough small value, and then to adjust the range of weights of output layer from [-1, +1]
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to [-0.5, +0.5] [7].
Train the model after adjusting the initial weight. The experimental data as shown
in following Table4:
~~~~---^ ^ Parameter
Times ^ " " - \
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Structure
25-2-1
25-3-1
25-4-1
25-5-1
25-6-1
25-7-1
25-8-1
25-9-1
25-10-1
Recognition rate for
train (%)
(Before optimize)
47.5
45.5
42.5
45.25
47.5
48.75
47.75
47.5
47.5
Recognition rate for
train (%)
(After optimize)
54.75
52.50
48.50
49.75
55.50
60.25
52.50
55.75
52.50
Table4. The experimental result of file's PE header after adjust the initial weight of model
2. Add the momentum
Trains the model after adding the momentum. The experimental data as shown in
following Table 5:
~^"-\^^ Paramete
rs ^ ^ " - \ ^ ^
Times ^"""-"--^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Structure
25-2-1
25-3-1
25-4-1
25-5-1
25-6-1
25-7-1
25-8-1
25-9-1
25-10-1
Recognition rate
for train (%)
(Before optimize)
54.75
52.50
48.50
49.75
55.50
60.25
52.50
50.75
52.50
Recognition rate
for train (%)
(After optimize)
53.75
53.50
57.50
59.50
57.25
62.75
55.50
53.25
51.75
Table5. The experimental result of file's PE header after add momentum
From the experiment, the advanced capability of the neural network after being
optimized is illustrated. But the recognition rate for training the model is lower. The highest
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recognition rate for training the model is 62.75%. Then some more important attributes will
be selected to set up models.
We use ID3 algorithm of decision tree to select the more important attributes. We
figure out the information gain and entropy of the attributes, and select the attributes by
comparing the information gain and entropy. Then we set up model with selected attributes
that get the best result. After repeated experiments, 10 attributes are selected to setup
classifier model.
To establish the best structure of model: Experiment parameters : the number of
units in input layer is 10, number of units in output layer is 1, total number of samples is
299, number of samples to train the model is 200, error=0.45, learning=0.001, train times is
2000.
~~~"—-^ ^^ Param
eters ^ ^
Times ^~~-~^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Structure
10-2-1
10-3-1
10-4-1
10-5-1
10-6-1
10-7-1
10-8-1
10-9-1
Recognition rate for
train (%)
70.76
70.83
71.7
72.01
73.68
71.84
71.77
70.56
Table6. Establish the best structure of model of file's PE header
The highest recognition rate is "73.68", so the structure 10-6-1 is selected as the
structure of classifier model. Then test the model.
Experiment parameters : The structure of model is 10-6-1, the total number of
samples is 299, the number of samples to train the model is 200, the number of samples to
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test the model is 99,error=0.45.
^\JjJarameters
Times\^^
1
2
3
4
5
Learning
O.OO1
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.05
Train times
2000
1000
800
600
800
Recognition rate
for train (%)
81.50
82.80
82.00
76.75
77.50.
Recognition rate
for test (%)
42.42
62.42
68.65
61.60
67.64
Table7. The last results of model of file's PE header
Now the classifier of File header has been set up. The capability of model has
become stronger after being optimized. Then the classifier for the other part will be set up.
4.2.2 The classifier for the Section header
There are fewer attributes in section header, and among them, only 7 values of
attributes are unfixed, all the others being fixed.
In section header, the type of field named d8SECTION_HEADER_name is string.
Its most length is 8. Now we come to the problem mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter.
If we use the ASCII to solve the problem of normalization, then the value of 8
strings of one field is F (al, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8), and the range of a.\ is [0,255]. So the
value of 8 strings must reach the precision of 2568, it is very difficult for computer.
If we only select the fixed initiatory several strings, the different value of fields will
become the same value after pretreatment, and the distributing cannot distribute uniformity.
This may cause problem when we train the model and may even lead to failure for training
model. So it is not suitable to use the ASCII to solve the problem of normalization.
Since the values of inputs must be in the area [0.1], and the value of probability
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belongs to [0.1], the value of probability is counted as the value of field. And in this way, if
there appear new names which are not included in our samples, its value can be set 0.5 (It is
easy to understand from the point of view of probability). Now that the second problem is
solved, the next step is counting the value of probability:
At first, count:
NormalNum: the times of SectionName appear in normal file.
TrojanNum: the times of SectionName appear in Trojan file.
Then, count:
NormalTotal: the total number of normal file.
TrojanTotal: the total number of Trojan file.
Last, count the probability according to the following expressions:
TrojanProb = TrojanNum
NormalNum * TrojanTotal
+ TrojanNum
NormalTotal
The information of counting probability is shown in following Table 8:
SectionName
<blank>
.adata
.aspack
.bss
.edata
.idata
.pec
.peco
.petite
.rdata
.sec
.Shared
.stab
.stabstr
.datai
.tls
.instanc
.orpc
INIT
NormalNum
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
TrojanNum
14
7
11
5
1
60
1
5
2
66
1
1
3
3
0
40
0
0
0
TrojanProb
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.97947
1
1
1
1
0
0.98300
0
0
0
SectionName
BSS
CODE
DATA
EOOPONO
JXVWEGX
MCNILUW
OSQFOPP
peel
rsrc
text
UPX0
UPXI
UPX2
VDJCQCU
.reloc
.data
.text
.rerc
NormalNum
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
75
225
226
227
TrojanNum
41
48
43
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
34
34
5
1
55
70
65
138
TrojanProb
1
0.51463
0.31026
0.29370
0.46779
Table 8. The information of counting probability of file's section's header
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The ways of other field's normalization are shown in Table 9:
Field name
ddSECTION HEADER Mise
ddSECTION_HEADER_VirtualAddress
ddSECTION HEADER SizeOfRawData
ddSECTION_HEADER_PointerToRawData
ddSECTION_HEADER_PointerToRelocations
ddSECTION_HEADER_PointerToLmenumbers
Normalization method
ddSECTION HEADER Misc/19688132.0
ddSECTION_HEADER_VirtualAddress /20004864.0
ddSECTION HEADER SizeOfRawData/1339392.0
ddSECnON_HEADER_PointerToRawData /1343488.0
ddSECTION_HEADER_PointerToRelocations/12800606.0
ddSECTION_HEADER_PointerToLinenumbers/5152.0
Table 9. The ways to deal with the other fields of section's header
Now the classifier for the Section header will be set up. For the input layer: seven
fields are established to setup model. The names of fields are shown in Table 5. For the hide
layer: From the experienced formula:
Number of units in hide layer= yjnumberofunitininput * numberofunitinoutput [7]
The number of units in hide layer is about 3. Then we make the experiments to
establish the best structure of model.
Experiment parameters : the number of units in input layer is 7, the number of units
in output layer is 1, the total number of samples is 1336, the number of samples to train the
model is 1000, error=0.45, learning=0.001, train times is 2000.
- - ^ ^ ^ Parameters
Times"""----^^^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Number of units in
hide layer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Recognition rate for
train (%)
(average)
73.75
72.55
67.63
75.94
69.50
70.65
72.50
69.24
Table 10. Establish the best structure of model of file's section' header
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From the experiment above, the highest recognition rate is 75.94%. So the structure
7-5-1 is selected as the structure of our model. Then the model will be tested.
Experiment parameters : The structure of model is 7-5-1, the total number of
samples is 1336, the number of samples to train the model is 1000, the number of samples
to test the model is 366, error=0.45.
""""•-^Parameters
T imes" - \^^
1
2
3
Learning
0.001
0.001
0.05
Train
times
2000
1000
1000
Recognition
rate for train
(%)
75.50
77.25
76.50
Recognition
rate for test
(%)
62.75
68.67
66.58
Table 11. The last results of model of file's section's header
4.2.3 The classifier for the Section body
As the names and numbers of attributes of each section body are different, we
cannot find the common attributes of section bodies. The problem would be solved if we
made experiments on each section body respectively. However, this would lead to too
heavy workload. On the other hand, as it is a general opinion that if one can process one
Section body, he can process the other Section bodies, we decide to conduct experiment of
one section body: import section.
It is the most complex part of all the work to deal with this one field of import
section: import function name.
Import Section structure features.
Import Section include 2 layers :
Import Files—> Import Function, as shown in Figure 9 :
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InsportFiie name
keraeBl-dîi
keme!32.dïi
kernei32.diî
k«raeB2.dïl
us€r32.dB
nser32.dK
usar32.d2
ussr32.dtt
lasportFtiQctEoa name
GeSFifeSizs
GetSyslemTime
GeîFilelype
CreateFileA
OoseHaodte
GetKeyîîoardiype
LoadSinsgA
MessageBoxA
OarNextA
Figure9. Import Section examples
For the field of import file name, the way used in the model of file's section header
can be used to calculate the probability as the value of field.
When we calculate the probability of Import Function in the same way as we used
in the model of file's section header, we get the following situation:
The total number of function file used: 46652
The total number of function file ( not repeated ) used: 4792
The repeated rate: ( 4 6 6 5 2 4749> = 89.82%
46652
If there are 10 import Files in the PE file and there are about 100 import functions in
every import File, then it will match 10*100*4792=4792000 times, the efficiency is too low.
And there are 4792 functions which need to be calculated. It is too difficulty to calculate all
the 4792 functions. And these 4792 functions are not all the functions. If there are some
new functions, the probability cannot be calculated by this way. So this method cannot be
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used to solve the question.
After repeated experiments, we get the most effective method - as every function
consists of several words, we count these words with the same method that we count the
section name. The total number of words (not repeated) is 2375. Then the probability of
these words will be calculated, and then we use average value of the probability of words to
calculate the probability of Import function name.
The ways of other field's normalization as shown in Tablel2:
Field name
dIMPORT DESCRIPTOR OriginalFirstThunk
dMPORT DESCRIPTOR TimeDateStamp
dIMPORT DESCRIPTOR ForwarderChain
dIMPORT DESCRIPTOR FirstThunk
Normalization method
dIMPORT DESCRIPTOR OriginalFirstThunk/20001512.0
Int(dIMPORT DESCRIPTOR TimeDateStamp) +1
Int(dIMPORT DESCRIPTOR ForwarderChain) +1
dIMPORT DESCRIPTOR FirstThunk /20002288.0
Table 12. The ways to deal with the other fields of import section
Next, we setup the classifier. In the input layer, all the 6 fields are determined to set
up model. They are import file name, import function and the other four fields. The names
of the other four fields are shown in Table 7. In the hide layer, from the experienced
formula:
Number of units in hide layer= ^numberofunitininput * numberofunitinoutput [7]
The reasonable calculation of the number of units in hide layer is about 3. Then
experiments are made to establish the best structure of model.
Experiment parameters : The number of units in input layer is 6, the number of units
in output layer is 1, the total number of samples is 1300, the number of samples to train the
model is 1000, error=0.45, learning=0.001, train times is 2000.
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—--^Parameters
Times ^ ^ ~ ~ - \ ^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Structure
6-2-1
6-3-1
6-4-1
6-5-1
6-6-1
6-7-1
6-8-1
6-9-1
Recognition rate
for train (%)
53.67
58.56
62.56
65.56
59.44
61.89
62.12
52.56
Table 13. Establish the best structure of model of file's import section
From the Table above, the structure of model, 6-5-1, is established. Then the model
will be tested:
Experiment parameters: structure is 6-5-1, the total number of samples is 1300, the
number of samples to train the model is 1000, the number of samples to test the model is
300, error=0.45.
"^"-^Parameters
T i m e s \ ^ ^
1
2
3
Learning
0.001
0.001
0.05
Train
times
2000
1000
1000
Recognition
rate for train
(%)
66.50
67.25
65.75
Recognition
rate for test
(%)
58.55
66.33
65.50
Table 14. The last results of model of file's import section
The classifiers for each part have been set up, and then the results of classifiers will
be combined to judge whether the file is Trojan horse or not. The particulars of combining
the results of classifiers are presented in Chapter 5.
CHAPTER 5
COMBINING THE RESULTS OF CLASSIFIERS
5.1 The capabilities of classifiers
The classifiers set up in chapter 4 are shown in Table 15.
Num
1
2
3
Name
Classifier 1
Classifier 2
Classifier 3
Place in File
File header
Section header
Section body
Recognition rate
for train
82.00%
77.25%
67.25%
Recognition rate
for test
68.65%
68.67%
66.33%
Table 15. The capabilities of classifiers
Now that the classifiers for each part are set up, the results should be combined to
judge whether the file is Trojan horse or not.
5.2 To judge the Trojan horse
In the experiments, the outputs of classifiers for each part are the value after
correcting. The "error" is used to correct the actual outputs. But in the experiments to
combine the results of classifiers, the actual outputs of classifiers are accepted as the results
of classifiers to judge whether the file is Trojan horse or not.
The methods, which will be used to combine the results of classifier, are weighted
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mean, unweighted mean and majority voting. As to the method of weighted mean, a model
of two layers neural network (one input layer and one output layer)will be set up to
establish the weights. The data used to train and test the model are the three results (actual
output) of the three classifiers. And the best result is shown in following Table 16.
The classifiers
Classifier 1
Classifier 2
Classifier 3
method to combine
weighted mean
Weighting
0.414
0.389
0.213
Recognition rate
76.67%
Table 16. The best result of method of weighted mean
For the method of unweighted mean, the average of three results (actual output) of
classifiers is calculated directly, and the average is used to judge whether a file is Trojan
horse. In this experiment , the key factor affecting the Recognition rate is the "dividing
point" that is used to judge. The "dividing point" is a value which is used to distinguish the
Trojan horses from a normal file. If the average is higher than the "dividing point", then the
file is Trojan horse, and if the average is less than "dividing point", the file is a normal file.
And when we set the value of "dividing point" in the range of [5.5, 6], it will get better
Recognition rate. In the experiment, the best Recognition rate is gotten when the value of
"dividing point" is 5.67. And the best result is shown in following Table 17.
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The classifiers
Classifier 1
Classifier 2
Classifier 3
method to combine
unweighted mean
Recognition rate
74.66%
Table 17. The best result of method of unweighted mean
With the method of majority voting, a file can be judged as Trojan horse if more
than two classifiers judge it to be a Trojan. In the same way, a file will be a normal file if
more than two classifiers judge it to be a normal one. The result is shown in the following
Table 18.
The classifiers
Classifier 1
Classifier 2
Classifier 3
method to combine
majority voting
Recognition rate
71.54%
Table 18. The result of method of majority voting
The results of different way to combine the classifiers are shown in Table 19:
Num
1
2
3
Way to combine
weighted mean
unweighted mean
majority voting
Recognition rate
76.67%
74.66%
71.54%
Table 19. The results of different way to combine the classifiers
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The highest recognition rate is 76.67%. Though we try hard and the recognition rate
has been raised greatly, but the last result is not good enough. We think the main reason is
that the capabilities of classifiers for each part are not good enough. All the Recognition
rates of classifiers are below 70%.
In Table 19, it is obvious that the result of the method of weighted mean is better
than the result of the method of unweighted mean, while the result of method of
unweighted mean is better than the result of the method of majority voting. It indicates that
the effects (to judge the Trojan horse) of different part of FE file are different, and in our
model the File header is the more important part to judge the Trojan horse.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary
In conclusion, as traditional detection techniques have limitations in detecting
Trojan horse [2] [19], new ways of detecting Trojan horse must be established to solve the
problem which have posed a huge security threat to computer network. In this thesis, we
present a new method to detect Trojan horse by analyzing a file's static characteristics. This
new method can detect all the Trojan horses. Considering about 75% of world's personal
computer install the Microsoft Windows [4] and Trojan horse usually exists as a Portable
Executable (PE) file in Windows platform, we take PE format as our subject, then we
extract the static information of files according to PE format, and finally we use the neural
network to analyze the static information. We setup models as classifiers to judge whether a
PE file is a Trojan horse or not. By dividing the data of PE file in three groups, we solve the
problem caused by the structure of PE file in setting up the model of neural network. As we
divide the data in three groups, we setup classifier for each group. At last we combine the
results of classifiers to judge whether the file is Trojan file or not. And with the model, we
can detect the unknown Trojan horse by analyzing static characteristics of file. We verify
our results by the information that is not used during training (i.e., the files to which the
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information belongs is new and unknown to our model).The final results are as follows:
The classifiers for different parts of PE file are shown in following Table.
Num
1
2
3
Name
Classifier 1
Classifier 2
Classifier 3
Place in File
File header
Section header
Section body
Recognition rate
for train (%)
82.00
77.25
67.25
Recognition rate
for test (%)
68.65
68.67
66.33
Table 15. The classifier of three parts
The results of different methods to combine the classifiers are shown in following
Table.
Num
1
2
3
The classifiers
Classifier 1
Classifier 2
Classifier 3
Classifier 1
Classifier 2
Classifier 3
Classifier 1
Classifier 2
Classifier 3
Way to combine
weighted mean
unweighted mean
majority voting
Weighting
0.414
0.389
0.213
0.333
0.333
0.333
Recognition rate
76.67%
74.66%
71.54%
Table 20. The results of different method to combine the classifiers (particular)
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The highest recognition rate is 76.67%. Though we try hard and the recognition rate
has been raised greatly, the last result is not good enough. We think the main reason is that
the capabilities of classifiers for each part are not good enough. The Recognition rates of
classifiers are less than 70% all. So we should try to raise the recognition rate of classifiers
of each part.
6.2 The future works
As time is limited and the workload very large, the work we did are far from enough.
In the future we should endeavor in the following aspects:
*v" Try other methods of intelligent information processing technique. There are
many methods which can solve the problem of classification. Try other methods
or use other methods to assist neural network in more links of experiments. It
will get better results.
•$• Try to optimize the BP learning algorithm. We only use some basic ways to
optimize the algorithm, which may partly explain why the results of our
classifiers are not good enough. Try more ways to optimize the algorithm in
order to get better results.
*•• Try more ways of pretreatment of input data. The pretreatment of input data can
decide whether the experiment can be successful, and it is a difficult problem in
our works. Trying more solving ways will help our work greatly.
-^ Increase the number of samples. The number of samples of models is small,
such as the models of file header which have many units of input layer,
Sufficient samples avail us to find more important attributes and parts of the PE
file for detecting Trojan horse.
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